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Description

ASS Subtitles that are commonly used on fansubbed shows (e.g. Animes)
- Typesetting related bug 
    -  Text too small and cant be resized (too small to be seen by naked eye)

(Sample image below shown a super small text, the text below should been typesetted to the Kanji Japanese text to the right of
the image)

http://img842.imageshack.us/img842/2274/05272011222241.jpg
- Text position offset is displayed incorrect
    -  Text shown on the screen is overlapping with another text.

(Sample image shown below overlapping text with Kanji Japanese Text and Romanized Text (Upper screen))
http://img853.imageshack.us/img853/5092/05272011221829.jpg

Associated revisions
Revision bc0cf58e - 06/24/2011 12:40 PM - Andreas Smas

Improve subtitle rendering

    -  Go back to rendering subtitles with the UI text rendering widgets.
  Looks much better as it does not need to be scaled. Also modifications
  to font scale and position will take effect immediately.

    -  Improve text rendering so it can changes font face, color and size during
  a rendered text.

    -  Load fonts attached in MKV files into font rendering subsystem.

    -  Improve audio and subtitle settings in video playback pop-up menu.
  Reuse same setting model and widgets as the global settings menu.
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Revision 76142920 - 06/25/2011 11:07 PM - Andreas Smas

Improve subtitle rendering

    -  Fix pixmap compositioning to correctly compute DST alpha.
  It's slow and needs to be fixed, but does the right thing

    -  Use pixmap compositing in font rendering (reduce code duplication).
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    -  Add support for rendering of drop shadow and outline in font rendering.

    -  Improve rich text attrib parser. Can now handle <font/>
  <outline/> and <shadow/> tags.

    -  Add spill margin to pixmaps. This allows text rendering to spill graphics
  outside of the bounding box. Stuff such as outline and shadows.

    -  Detect and resolve collisions of video overlay objects.
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History
#1 - 06/01/2011 07:21 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to John Smith
- Found in version changed from 403 to 2.99.403

Perhaps you can attach a sample file?

I dont have much ass/ssa content to test with.

#2 - 06/01/2011 10:32 AM - John Smith

sample file is quite larger to be attached here so you can just download on this site..

http://doki.co/2011/04/29/c-the-money-of-soul-and-possibility-control-03/
(probably all related episodes here shows the same problem)

Probably you can also test most of their videos... you can see more and more bugs playing one of their video files.

#3 - 06/10/2011 08:36 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted

#4 - 06/10/2011 08:38 AM - Andreas Smas
- Category changed from 19 to Subtitles

#5 - 06/26/2011 11:08 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

Fixed now

Thanks for the samples.
If you find anything else, please let me now (and please file a new ticket)
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